GUIDELINES FOR SUBMISSION TO THE FLORIDA GEOGRAPHER

Manuscripts should be submitted as an MS-Word document, double-spaced, Times New Roman 12 font, tables and figures embedded in the text where the author would like to see them appear. Most manuscripts submitted to The Florida Geographer fall within the range of 5,000-10,000 words, however longer and shorter papers will be considered. The title and an abstract of up to 250 words should be found at the beginning of the document. There should be a separate MS-Word document for the title page including the author’s names and affiliations. All submissions should be made via email to the editor (roldako@ju.edu).

Units of Measure
The Florida Geographer uses the International System of Units (SI).

Equations
Equations should be centered on their own line and numbered sequentially in parentheses on the right margin. All terms must be defined where they initially appear as follows: \[ P = 3.4A_d 6.7 \] (1) where \( P \) is discharge (m\(^3\)/s) and \( A_d \) is drainage area (km\(^2\)).

References
References in the text should be cited in the text as follows, but should include page number(s) only in cases of direct quotation: (Sampson 1992, p 17).

More than one parenthetical citation should be ordered chronologically and follow this form: (Carter and Williams 1993; Sanchez and others 1989; Lewis 1997a, b; Anderson 1999, 2000; Gould and Franks 2000, p 97-102).

Sources with up to two authors should be cited using all author names (Sampson and Jones 1991), while sources with more than two authors should be cited using the first author name followed by “and others”: (Sanchez and others 1989).

A double - spaced listing of the references cited should appear at the end of the text, in alphabetical order by author’s last name. Nine successive “en” dashes should be substituted for second and subsequent citations of authors:


**Books:**


**Chapters in Books:**


**Journal Articles:**


**Headings**

A limited number of headings and subheadings should be used to organize the text. They are left justified, in title case, Times New Roman 12 size font; only the title of the article is set off and centered.

Subheadings are also left justified and they must be short in length (maximum 6 words).
Notes

A limited number of informational notes may appear double-spaced on a separate page at the end of the text, before the References Cited section, and should be referenced in the text by superscripts (1 to N).

In creating your notes, do not use Microsoft Word tools such as Insert Footnotes, as these embed macros into your document that must be removed for publication.